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Abstract
It is hugely important that internet users should
protect their devices from malware because those
programs often break users’ personal information
from PCs. This poster focuses on the improvement
of user knowldge to be save as high as possible.

Introduction
The Internet can be amazing for anybody. It can
be used in every aspect of our life like, chatting
with friends and family, education, shopping, and
entertainment. However, online access comes
with considerable threats that may endanger users
such as cyber bullying, falling for scams,
downloading Malware and much more.
Users require to be aware of what they deal with
on the Internet, who they meet, and what they
share about themselves.
There many examples of some cases of attack
like what happened in Korea (The south Korean
nightmare) and PlayStation company (Panic at
Sony).

Results
Only schools have the ability to educate all
children on this issue, and their resourcing should
support this essential role.
However, that the remaining old users will not be
reached by such a policy so With some rules to
provide guidelines for behavior at their houses or
work places a lot can be fixed.

Conclusion
After following the safety instructions methods, it
will keep the personal information and computers
more safety from any malware attack.

Safety Instructions
It is known that there is no guarantee of 100% of
protections process steps which can be applied to
keep users and their personal data safe. However,
there are several steps which can help to avoid
numerus issues. The first is users should not
allow seeing their personal information online for
everyone. The second, create Complex
Passwords. Boost Your Network Security. Be a
Selective Sharer. Practice Safe Surfing &
Shopping. And don’t accept friend request with
the unknown people.
There’s some processes internet users have
constantly do it, such as update their systems,
change their passwords, using antiviruses on their
PCs, and more..
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